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ABSTRACT
Resilient localization and navigation for autonomous Un-
manned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) still remains a challenge in
certain scenarios, like GPS-deprived environments such as
indoors or urban canyons. In this work, we explore a het-
erogeneous UAV swarm design, in which a small number
of sensor and computationally powerful UAVs collaborate
with the remaining resource-constrained UAVs to guarantee
optimal localization accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been proposed to

assist or even replace humans in certain activities that are
too dangerous or very time consuming. Examples of such
scenarios include disaster response [4], indoor search and
rescue [3], or hazardous substance sensing. Constructing a
robotic swarm for any of these situations has multiple design
considerations and tradeoffs in common. For instance, one
may want to have as many UAVs as possible to maximize
sensing coverage, but this increases the total cost. As a
consequence, one might choose less expensive hardware or
smaller drones, which in turn reduces sensing accuracy and
flight time, and so on. Overall, all these scenarios face a
common challenge: accurate localization and navigation.

Prior work takes two main paths to solve this challenge.
On the one hand, some works propose algorithms that rely
on pre-deployed infrastructure, such as multiple cameras [2].
While accurate in lab settings, these approaches require fine
tuning and are less suitable in our scenario. Other tech-
niques, such as localization based on received RF power
from stationary anchors, avoid relying on pre-deployed in-
frastructure [1]. However, these techniques are in general
not accurate enough for safety-critical applications.

In this work, we analyze different system design choices
and explore the possibility of combining the advantages of
each approach. We design a 2-tier heterogeneous UAV swarm,
where we have a small number of powerful, resource-intensive
drones (we call them spotters), which carry cameras and
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act as pre-deployed infrastructure, and a large number of
resource-constrained drones (workers), which fuse their own
available sensor readings with the external camera informa-
tion. Thus, our contribution is three-fold:

• Designed a heterogeneous UAV swarm system to re-
place or assist humans in certain dangerous or time
consuming labor, such as skyscraper window washing.

• Proposed a sensor fusion algorithm for the worker dro-
nes to combine the position estimated by their own on-
board sensors with the spotter’s visual estimate (when
in its field of view).

• Evaluated the system in scaled down scenarios and
varying noise conditions.

2. MOTIVATING APPLICATION
This work is motivated by a novel application for UAV

swarms: skyscraper window washing. Utilizing a team of
flying robots with cleaning utensils attached has multiple
advantages: safety (no humans are put at risk), performance
(can access otherwise hard-to-reach areas), cost-effectiveness,
quickness, etc. However, they suffer from a main challenge:
fail-safe positioning and navigation. With building walls
preventing a good GPS reception and other traditional lo-
calization sensors (such as LiDAR or optical flow) under-
performing on glass surfaces, an additional layer of fail-safe
positioning is required to guarantee the success of the swarm.

Figure 1: Proposed system architecture for high perfor-
mance localization and navigation in our 2-tier drone swarm.
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Figure 2: Example of our current positioning and navigation algorithm controlling a worker drone in 3D. To better illustrate
the example, the pink circle represents the estimated position of the drone and the green circle indicates the setpoint or target
position. The blue line displays the desired trajectory to follow.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN
Our heterogeneous UAV swarm system consists of two dif-

ferent types of drones: workers and spotters. Regardless of
the scenario, the general idea is that the former are in charge
of performing the swarm’s given task (i.e. wash windows),
while the latter are responsible for spotting the workers to
keep them accurately localized.

Our spotter drones, which are equipped with cameras and
high computation power, can achieve high localization ac-
curacy due to their placement away from walls and avail-
ability of their sensors. Our system architecture allows the
smaller worker drones to carry different sensors depending
on their needs. For instance, tiny, inexpensive UAVs may
only have resources to process IMU data, whereas bigger
window washing drones may be equipped with optical flow,
sonar, barometer and inertial sensors.

Figure 1 displays the proposed system architecture for our
2-tier swarm. On the left side, the spotter’s pipeline is as
follows: grab a camera frame, identify/track worker drones,
estimate their current position (refer to Section 4 for addi-
tional details), calculate the confidence on each of the work-
ers’ position estimates, and send these via radio. On the
right side, a worker’s pipeline follows this order: estimate
current position based on available on-board sensors, receive
spotter’s estimate (if available), combine them in the Sensor
Fusion block (Section 4), and send appropriate commands
to each motor based on the target and current positions.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
We have currently implemented the spotter’s pipeline in

Python using OpenCV and open-source libraries to commu-
nicate with the workers. To simplify the tracking, we use a
colored ping pong ball attached to the top of each worker as
a vision marker. Because the ball radius is of known length,
we can in fact estimate the worker’s position in 3D with a
single camera. Figure 2 shows how our system can currently
handle 3D positioning and navigation of a worker drone. For
now we use the spotter’s estimate of the worker’s depth po-
sition as a simple confidence estimation (the closer to the
camera, the higher accuracy 1px can provide). We then
alpha-blend the external visual estimate with the internal
inertial dead-reckoning estimate. We are exploring more re-
alistic noise models and statistical sensor fusion techniques
such as Extended Kalman Filters. While this is still a work
in progress, our preliminary results, using simple position
estimation and fusion techniques, can already hold a worker
drone hovering at a given point with an accuracy of <0.1m.

5. DEMO
We exhibit the performance of our heterogeneous architec-

ture design by demoing a 2-tier UAV swarm and implement-
ing our Sensor Fusion localization algorithm. In our window
washing outdoors experiments, we use proprietary quad-
copters designed by Waveguider Technology Inc., a start-
up we are collaborating with. For this demo, though, we
demonstrate our localization and navigation heterogeneous
UAV swarm system with off-the-shelf drones. Furthermore,
in order to avoid flying a big, powerful spotter drone indoors,
we use an external USB camera connected to a computer as
a proxy. For the workers, we utilize multiple CrazyFlie 2.0.

Through statistical Sensor Fusion techniques, we expect
the spotter to help calibrate the worker’s inertial sensors on
the go, generating accurate noise models that would result
in better localization accuracy even when the camera cannot
track the spotter (e.g. worker is too far or flies out of the
spotter’s field of view). A simple demo scenario will compare
these two scenarios:

(a) Worker hovering at a given point using on-board sen-
sors only (i.e. IMU dead-reckoning).

(b) A spotter collaborates with the worker to accurately
hover in place. The algorithm should be able to filter
out noise in either of the two drones, such as camera
occlusion in the spotter, constant air flow in a given
direction or magnetic interference near the worker.
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